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You are busy and successful and want an authentic 
style that enhances your personal image and 
gives you confidence to achieve your personal and 
professional goals. 

You don’t have the time or inclination to find the 
clothes you love to communiate to the world what 
you are capable of and you feel like your current 
wardrobe is letting you down. 

You want to get back to the enjoyment of getting 
dressed in the morning with a look that feels stylish, 
contemporary and effortless. 

With help from me, achieving your style goals and 
feeling confident every day is completely possible. 
And you will have loads of fun along the way.

Style with 
Confidence.



Are You Ready for...

I ’m Penny Bennett

I have given expert advice to hundreds of my clients 
who trust me to help them achieve a confident and 
stylish personal image that they love. I have presented 
seminars, designed and delivered workshops and 
hosted glamorous events in London’s top venues. I 
have also been reviewed by Grazia magazine, a 
publication I love and admire.

My overall objective is always that my client looks 
their best, feels amazing and realises their potential. 
Every client is different so instead of trying to fit 
someone into a trend, I fit the clothes to highlight the 
individual qualities of each of my clients. 

The result is an authentic and contemporary style that 
my clients feel confident in and get complimented on, 
even by complete strangers!  

By knowing you look and feel the part. Style and 
confidence are inextricably linked; if you are happy 
with the way you look and the way you present 
yourself, you will have greater confidence, greater 
success, and enjoy your life to its full potential. 

CONFIDENCE

By finding a style you love and are proud of. It’s not 
just about clothes and a neat wardrobe; it’s about so 
much more. It’s about getting back the joy of getting 
dressed and transferring that positivity into your 
everyday life. By dressing in a way that reflects your 
full potential.   

HAPPINESS

It’s about feeling confident in yourself and how you 
are presenting yourself to the world so you can focus 
your energy on achieving your social and professional 
goals. 

ACHIEVING  
YOUR GOALS
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Style Services & 
Pricelist 2017
Packages and  
Individual Services

Find the style you love, make the most of your 
image and gain confidence to achieve your 
personal and professional goals. 

Let’s get started.



 

Packages

If you are serious about making a fundamental change in your image packages are the best way to facilitate a 
fundamental change in personal style plus you enjoy some great discounts too. 

COMPLETE STYLE REVIEW FOR WOMEN         

Whether you would like style overhaul or you just need a fresh pair of eyes to fine tune your look, Complete 
Style Review will help you to create a unique and cohesive personal style that you will love and be proud of. 
This personalised package includes a combination of all our luxury services.

• Colour Analysis & Style Consultation
• Wardrobe Management session
• Personal shopping and styling

DURATION:  2 days
PRICE:  £1,200.00
INCLUDES:  Personalised colour swatch wallet,   
  style file, shopping photographs  
  and styling suggestions.

COMPLETE STYLE REVIEW FOR MEN          

Whether you would like a style and image overhaul or you just need a fresh pair of eyes to fine-tune your look, 
Complete Style will help you to create an authentic image and contemporary personal style. This personalised 
package includes a combination of all our premium services.

• Colour Analysis & Style Consultation
• Wardrobe Management session
• Personal shopping and styling

DURATION:  2 days 
PRICE:  £1,200.00
INCLUDES:  Personalised colour swatch wallet,   
  style file, shopping photographs 
  and styling suggestions.
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STYLE & WARDROBE REVIEW 

This session involves an assessment of your colouring characteristics and body shape giving you detailed 
guidelines that are easy to put into practice and will last a life time. We will use your existing wardrobe to 
demonstrate what works and you will understand why. I will give you a detailed plan of action including 
a checklist of items for you to buy and where to get them that we can shop for on a personal shopping 
appointment or that you can shop for in your own time. Like your own fashion formulae for life you learn how 
to make the most of what you love to achieve a confident and cohesive personal style. 

• Colour Analysis & Style Consultation
• Wardrobe Management session 
• Shopping Checklist 

DURATION:    Full day 
PRICE:   £650.00 
INCLUDES:   Personalised colour swatch wallet and style file and wardrobe report. 
LOCATION:   Client’s home. 

WARDROBE MANAGEMENT & PLANNING CONSULTATION* 

THE SECRET TO EFFORTLESS DRESSING

Using the your personal style guidelines we decide what stays and what goes whist drawing up a shopping list 
of priority items. We can assemble left over clothes into outfits and work out what you need to really finish them 
off. We can pin ill-fitting garments ready for alterations and an eBay service is available to recycle unwanted 
designer items for cash. We can advise on wardrobe accessories & how to store your out of season clothes. Use 
this service twice a year to edit and plan your wardrobe updating and refreshing it for the new season.

DURATION:   ½ day to full day to full day (depending on the size of your wardrobe)
INCLUDES:   Wardrobe report and shopping check list
PRICE:   £250.00 (half day for mid-season review) 
   £500.00 (full day complete wardrobe review and shopping list)
LOCATION:   Client’s home

*For existing clients only. New clients will need a Style Review 



IN-STORE PERSONAL SHOPPING AND STYLING

Once the location has been agreed, we scour the shops; carefully selecting every 
item in advance to ensure it meets your budget and style preference. You will be 
introduced to new designers and styles and experiment with accessories to complete 
the look. Taking the time and stress out of shopping, you don’t need to move from 
your dressing room, all you have to do is try on your pre-selected items and buy 
some fantastic new pieces. 

DURATION:   5 hours
INCLUDES:   photographs and styling suggestions, wardrobe   
   organisation suggestions. 
PRICE:   £650.00 (includes preliminary research)

1.

ON-LINE PERSONAL SHOPPING & STYLING

YOUR VIRTUAL STYLIST

We filter through hundreds of options from top fashion websites and online 
boutiques, and email over the perfect items and outfit options for you that you can 
then buy at the click of a button. Perfect for the client with a very busy schedule 
who can’t meet during office hours, all you have to do is have your credit card at 
the ready. No worrying about what goes with what, we send you suggested styling 
options and looks, so you are outfit perfect. We can even coordinate any returns. A 
follow-up Skype call will be arranged to help you style your beautiful new pieces 
and to photograph them for future reference. 

PRICE:   £100 per hour
INCLUDES:   Styling options and complimentary Skype call. 

2.

PERSONAL SHOPPING AND STYLING

THE INSIDER’S GUIDE

Our most popular service, Personal Shopping and Styling will provide you with 
the pieces you need to complete your wardrobe. Our shopping service is flexible to 
your time constraints and the level of support you need whether you are a new 
client who needs a complete wardrobe overhaul or an existing client that needs 
on-going shopping support for updating individual items. There are 3 different 
options for our brilliant service: 
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VIP CLUB - AN EXPERT AT YOUR DISPOSAL 24/7

Seen a gorgeous winter coat and not sure if it is right for you? Want to start 
accessorising with pocket squares but don’t know the ‘rules’? Looking to buy the 
perfect pointed toe pump for work but don’t know where to start?

Time saving and cost effective, I quickly solve any fashion dilemma. Whether 
it’s wardrobe storage advice, outfitting a look from your existing wardrobe or 
sourcing a seemingly out-of-stock item, I recommend, locate and advise. I can 
respond via email, text or Pinterest.

This service is highly personalised and although the advice is on-line, you 
can enjoy bi-monthly skype calls from me to update, advise or plan outfits. I 
will even send you suggested shops and budget appropriate must-have items 
throughout the season straight to your inbox that I know you will love. You will 
receive monthly motivations and thought provoking tenets to keep you focused, 
inspired and on brand. 

Being a member means I work for you on an ongoing basis helping you look 
meticulous, contemporary and stylish all the time, in every situation. 

3.

THE BENEFITS OF BEING A VIP MEMBER:

•  Have an expert at your disposal
•  Personalised service and assistance on-line - 24/7
•  Evolve your look
•  Have a Personal Stylist looking for the right garments for you
•  Bi-monthly telephone assistance for any sartorial crisis
•  Save time while an expert does the sourcing.

This service is perfect for existing clients to use in between seasonal 
shopping appointments or someone who buys fewer items more frequently. 
Subscribe Now!

PRICE:  6 month Membership  £650*
  12 months Membership  £1200*

* Unlimited advise but limited to three recommendations per request. 
Doesn’t include seasonal wardrobe shopping updates or online look books. 
New clients will need a Style and Wardrobe Review before signing up.



Bespoke Services
Whether it’s for private clients, groups or larger corporate experiences, I advise on all aspects of 
personal style and corporate image. Bespoke services are tailored to your needs and cover a range of 
consultations, some detailed below. Besides providing the expertise to ensure the best results, every 
bespoke service offers renewed confidence, a strong sense of personal style and the inspiration to make 
the most of yourself. 

WEDDING AND BRIDAL STYLING

I understand that buying your wedding dress is one of the most important purchases you will ever make and I 
will be there every step of the way to take away the stress and ensure you look picture perfect. From where to 
find the ultimate dress to the perfect accessories, I will help achieve the wedding style you have always dreamed 
of. I can help the Groom find his perfect look or work with the Mother of the Bride or Groom to find an outfit 
that is contemporary and stylish. I have thought of everything for your special day and beyond including the 
planning of your dream honeymoon wardrobe or creating show-stopping outfits for each event from the bridal 
shower to rehearsal dinner. I can even treat your Hen Party to a make-over with one of my style events. 

PRICE:    Styling Packages starting at £650.00. 

Please contact me for the full package and price list. Group Styling Events priced individually. 

RELOCATION WARDROBE MANAGEMENT

Moving house is often ranked as one of life’s most stressful events but with good preparation and seamless 
organisation I can take all that away from you. An initial consultation prior to the move will involve 
editing your existing wardrobe deciding what stays and what goes. We will advise on wardrobe accessories 
and organisation taking into account your new living arrangements and what space you will have for your 
wardrobe when you move. We can assist in the design of built-in wardrobes with the help of your preferred 
joiner or advise on freestanding wardrobe solutions to make the most of every centimetre of space. We can 
advise on the best wardrobe removal boxes and will organise the packers, supervising each and every box, and 
then unpack everything the other end so that it all makes sense.

PRICE:    Projects are priced individually depending on the level of support needed. 
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CORPORATE IMAGE STYLING FOR PROFESSIONALS

Your image not only effects how you see yourself but importantly it has a remarkable impact on peoples’ 
perception of you and the company you work for. I work with successful and ambitious clients who understand 
that the way you look is important but they lack confidence in clothes and don’t have the time or inclination to 
work out what they like or where to shop for it. 

So whether you feel your clothes don’t communicate your full potential or you feel that you are overwhelmed by 
the options and how to stay contemporary or you have recently been promoted and don’t feel that your image is 
in line with your level of authority, it’s time to hire a professional. 

I will help you build a wardrobe full of outfits that will enhance your professional appearance and that will 
take the stress out of getting dressed every day. You will feel happy and comfortable allowing you to focus on 
challenges at work and giving you the confidence to step up and make the most of opportunities. 

PRICE:  Corporate Styling Packages starting at £650.00. 

WORKSHOPS, EVENTS & TRAINING

I design and expertly deliver workshops, events and training for private and corporate clients. 

Whether it is for a special occasion or you and your closest friends just need a 
bit of spoiling, our stylish events will help you update your look, discover new 
colours and styles and take the guesswork out of shopping. You will leave the 
event motivated, inspired and full of new ideas to create an individually chic 
look. Choose from our fashion fabulous events or if you would prefer I will work 
closely with you to put together a bespoke event that meets your expectations and 
determined budget. We can also include beauty treatments, make-up advice and 
tutorials and advice on hair styles and cuts.

PRIVATE

I will provide your business or corporation with a perfectly pitched image 
session that will inspire and motivate staff to make the most of themselves not 
to mention providing them with a welcome boost to their confidence levels and 
performance. It is important that employees confidently represent the company’s 
brand and mission through their personal image. Investing in your staff gives you 
a competitive advantage and helps to build and maintain your reputation as the 
best in the industry. 

CORPORATE

Drawing on my 9 years of experience of working with celebrities, executives and 
busy working mums, I offer relevant and up-to-date training for Personal Stylists 
and Shoppers who want to add to their skill set and enhance their consultations. 

TRAINING



GiftVoucher

TO

FROM

SERVICE

Contact us to confirm your appointment.

Penny Bennett

MAKE AN IMPRESSION

The way you dress can change the 
way you feel. I’m looking forward to 
working together towards a curated 
and more satisfying wardrobe to create 
a style you love and are proud of.

TERMS CONDITIONS
This gift voucher may only be redeemed once, may not be exchanged for cash and are non-refundable. This experience 
is for the person named on this voucher but if you would like to transfer it, please contact us. This gift voucher must be 
presented on arrival when redeeming the experience. No photocopies will be accepted. Advanced bookings are 
necessary. This experience is valid Monday to Friday and is not redeemable on the weekends. Terms and conditions are 
subject to change. Voucher is valid for one year from the date of receipt.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Larger group consultations and presentations are priced individually.
• All prices include travel expenses within the London area, travel outside 

London will be quoted on request. If travel is only possible by car, congestion 
charge and parking will be charged. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
• A 50% deposit must be paid upon booking (BACS or cheque) with the 

balance due on the day of the appointment. We require 10 working days 
notice if you wish to cancel and your deposit will be refunded. If less than 10 
working days your deposit will be forfeited. 

• Gift vouchers are fully paid in advance and are non-refundable. 

Contact

Gift Vouchers

Gift Vouchers can be purchased for 
all our services.

Want to know more?

I would love to hear from you 
so contact me to discuss your 
requirements and pricing. For more 
information or to book please get in 
touch.

penny@penny-bennett.com
07810 030 598
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10 Steps to the  
Perfect Wardrobe
Let’s go! 

Be ready to dedicate time to your wardrobe and don’t get distracted. 
I know you are already overwhelmed by your busy life but once your 
wardrobe is sorted and organised you will find getting dressed so much 
less stressful and much more fun!



CHOOSE A COLOUR PALETTE

Understanding your personal colouring makes it easier for you to build 
a capsule wardrobe of items that mix and match. All the colours work 
together no matter what the combination and importantly flatter your 
skin tone. Capsulising your colour becomes even more important in 
winter when you need to be able to layer like a pro. 

Here are my favourite palettes to suit all skin tones;

light & warm…  camel, light grey, navy, brown, cream
light & cool…  navy, light grey, dark grey, white, burgundy
deep & warm…  camel, chocolate, navy, dark grey, forest green
deep & cool…  black, grey, navy, white, red

1.

2.

3.

GET IN THE MOOD

As part of my consultations I ask my clients to produce a mood board of 
images that make their heart sing. When all the images are collated you 
can easily see consistencies and common themes such as colours, silhouettes, 
styles or individual items you love. 

Make a list and use this list to review your existing wardrobe, for 
example; muted colours, romantic styles, anything in leather, relaxed 
silhouettes. You will easily be able to see if there are items that don’t work 
for you anymore, remove these items and start to see a more consistent 
style coming through. Pin this list inside your wardrobe to keep you 
focused. 

BUILD A WARDROBE THAT FITS YOUR REAL LIFE

Your wardrobe should proportionally represent your lifestyle and how 
you spend your time. If you once worked in Finance but are now a stay-
at-home mum, your wardrobe should reflect how you spend most of your 
time now. 

You will need comfortable and practical but stylish clothes and flat shoes 
or low-heeled boots. When once a cashmere coat would have been a good 
investment, now a fur lined hooded parka should be top of your list!
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THERE’S A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING

For the majority of my clients space is at a premium so have a specific 
place for everything. If your wardrobe looks like a jumble sale it’s time to 
think more like a boutique. Every draw should have a specific set of items 
for example lingerie, socks and tights could be grouped in the same draw. 
When your wardrobe is organised and your pieces are displayed properly 
you will see obvious gaps. The majority of the time, clients lack good 
basics to pull looks together; a great white silk shirt, a tailored jacket, 
comfortable and stylish flat shoes. 

DIVIDE AND CONQUER 

Arrange you clothes into garment type, then by colour (neutrals and 
brights), then if you like, by fabric. Hang as much as you can but never 
knitwear, which will lose its shape. Use slim velvet covered hangers, as 
you will be able to fit in three times as much. Organise your draws with 
dividers especially if they are deep. The best draw organisers are from 
The Holding Company. I really believe in a seasonal clothing swap - the 
wardrobe looks more cohesive and no one wants to be looking at summer 
dresses in January! 

EDIT, EDIT, EDIT, 

You should edit your wardrobe between seasons and ideally have a 
mini edit in the middle of the seasons. I edit my wardrobe at least once 
a month; what do I love wearing at the moment, how can I get more 
wear out of that item, Does that item still fit in with my personal 
style or lifestyle? By continually asking yourself these questions you 
will maintain a streamlined wardrobe of items you love and most 
importantly, wear! It will also stop you from making impulse purchases 
that don’t fit in with your wardrobe and help your shopping to be more 
targeted which brings me to tip number 5…

SHOP SMARTER AND MORE SELECTIVELY

Never go shopping without a targeted list and a clear idea of what you 
need to pull outfits together. Whether your budget is Prada or Primark 
the principles are the same, don’t stray from the list and take your time. 
I rarely buy a piece on the same day I try it on. I think about it where 
I can wear it, what it will work with in my wardrobe and whether it 
complements my style. It’s better to have a gap in the wardrobe than a 
guilt-ridden gap in your bank account!

5.

4.

6.

7.



STOP FEELING OVERWHELMED

We all remember that famous closet dress up scene from sex and the city 
when Miranda, Charlotte and Samantha help Carrie decide what 
stays and what goes. If you feel overwhelmed by your wardrobe then 
get help from a friend who understands your style and has a discerning 
eye or preferably get help from a professional who can give you focused, 
pragmatic and practical advice to help you manage your wardrobe now 
and plan your wardrobe for the future. 

HAVE FUN

Buy clothes that suit your colouring, body shape and lifestyle and most 
importantly invest in clothes you love to wear and feel confident in. If 
your wardrobe makes you happy, getting dressed will be a joy. Have fun 
with clothes and love your style and your life. 

TAKE CARE 

You have invested money and time into your wardrobe so take good 
care of it. Use the hand wash cycle on your machine for bras, wools and 
silks and a gentle detergent. Air-dry your denim to maintain the colour 
and use a denim wash. I love the products by The Laundress. Keep your 
clothes smelling fresh and repell moths with lavender scented wardrobe 
hangers and sheets for jumpers. 

9.

8.

10.
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